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IntactESP™: Upgraded Flange 
Design for Maximum Pull 
Strength

Successful deployment in narrow, 
packed, or deviated sections of the 
wellbore is no longer a challenge with 
Valiant’s high strength IntactESP™ 
connections at vital mechanical stress 
points.†

Reinforced with an alloy steel 
metallurgy and upgraded flange 
geometry, the IntactESP™ enhanced 
design is an ideal solution for 
deviated, abrasive, or tight-radius 
applications with high calcium, 
paraffins, asphaltenes or scale, 
providing you peace of mind at the 
most critical junctures.

Applications
Deviated or Tight Radius Wells 

High Calcium, Paraffins, 
Asphaltenes or Scale Conditions

Sand and Solids-Laden Wells

Features & Benefits

 › Reduce Failure at Flange 
Connections 
Upgraded high strength alloy 
steel metallurgy and flange 
geometry provide increased 
stability

 › Eliminate Financial and Safety 
Risks
Pull the ESP unit with reduced 
chance of breakage, saving time 
and money while minimizing 
potential for failures during 
retrieval

 › Allow Deeper Access to 
Producing Zone 
Reinforced stability at flange 
connections enables safe ESP 
placement in deviated wells

 › Prevent Production Setbacks
Minimize downtime by avoiding 
downhole complications and 
achieve payback period with 
uninterrupted operations.

† Only available in 400 Series equipment

Enhancements at high-risk 
connections can result in:

*Compared to Standard Configurations

To optimize oil production in 
unconventional applications and get 
closer to the pay zone, operators 
need to access tight and deviated 
wellbores safely and seamlessly.

By combining virtual analysis with 
solutions-based engineering, Valiant 
empowers operators to overcome 
challenging well conditions, protect 
their investment, and allow deeper 
ESP placement in the well while 
securing profitable recovery.

Don’t Get Stuck in a 
Tight Spot.

Achieve Effortless ESP Deployment
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INTACTESP™ AND ZONE™ 
STRESS ANALYSIS

• Increased Yield Strength up 
to 44% and Tensile Strength 
up to 11%*

• Increased Load Capacity at 
Bolted Connections up to 
150%*



Successful deployment, 
every time.

Valiant has developed Zone™ full string bend analysis software to 
evaluate ESP reliability in high curvature wellbores, allowing us to 
determine the right configuration and placement for your well.
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Let Us Handle The Stress.

Our software creates custom 
reports based on your directional 
drilling survey, well data, and 
equipment selection to pinpoint 
high-stress areas along the length 
of the ESP. Based on this report, we 
can fine-tune depth selection and 
placement in the wellbore to extend 
equipment run life while getting you 
closer to the producing zone.

Contact us today to learn how we can help you achieve profitable, worry-free operations.

Smart Designs
Zone™ ESP Sizing Software 
allows for precise equipment 
selection and comparison to 
determine the best downhole 
configuration.

Durable Equipment
IntactESP™ reinforced 
connections strengthen 
critical points in the system 
to withstand higher tension in 
deviated and tight wells.

Verified Performance
Zone™ full-string virtual test 
calculates stress on the ESP to 
minimize guesswork and help 
operators prevent downhole 
complications.

Valiant delivers a three-pronged approach to ensure effortless ESP installation and 
performance in challenging wells. 


